I created a Virtual field: X.SEC.CAP.SHORT.TITLE. I modified the custom subroutine: XK32.SELECT.COURSE.SECT to search using X.SEARCH.ALL.CAP and pointed to the virtual field.

Virtual Field:
** Short Title

**

X.SHORT.TITLE = ""

IF VL.BPV.SHORT.TITLE NE "" THEN

    FOR_EACH ASSOCIATED BPV.SHORT.TITLE
        * Set up a string for initial capital
        * X.SEARCH.INIT.CAP = ICONV(V.BPV.SHORT.TITLE,"MCT")
        * X.SHORT.TITLE := "...":X.SEARCH.INIT.CAP:"..."
        * END_EACH BPV.SHORT.TITLE
        * X.SEL.STMT := " WITH SEC.SHORT.TITLE LIKE ": X.SHORT.TITLE
    *Begin workaround - setup string for all capital - LB
        X.SEARCH.ALL.CAP = ICONV(V.BPV.SHORT.TITLE, "MCU")
        X.SHORT.TITLE := "...":X.SEARCH.ALL.CAP:"..."
        END_EACH BPV.SHORT.TITLE
        X.SEL.STMT := " WITH X.SEC.CAP.SHORT.TITLE LIKE ": X.SHORT.TITLE

END